Introduction
Providing security in a distributed, ambient intelligent system is a huge challenge. The main reason is that the traditional security model is not valid anymore. Traditional security assumes that there is a vulnerable channel between communicating parties, where eavesdropping, modification of messages or denial of service attacks can occur. But it also assumes that the sender and receiver operate in some form of secure environment. Hence all models of attacks focus on the channel. Due to the distributed nature of ambient intelligent systems, the attack can be anywhere on the communication channels and on the devices. The attacker has the advantage that he can choose the easiest entry.
For instance, a traditional concept like a firewall assumes that there is a trusted "inside" and a distrusted "outside" with a clear boundary between the two. In an ambient intelligent system, there is no inside and outside. Both the user and the attacker are inside the system. Similar arguments can be made for Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). VPNs are a sophisticated layer of software on top of existing infrastructure, like the Internet, to allow sender and receiver to communicate in a secure way. It typically provides end-to-end privacy and authentication for e-commerce, financial transactions, confidential information exchange in business environments, etc. It does not address the fundamental property of ambient intelligent systems, namely that the information is distributed in the system and not centralized in the endpoints that communicate, like a customer on a home PC talking to a bank. Even if every node could be provided with VPN software, it will not work, because its computation requirements are too high, and it would deplete the limited energy supply of typical nodes in an ambient intelligent system. Secondly, it does not protect against denial-of-service attacks and sleep-deprivation attacks, two possible attacks in ambient intelligent systems. It is also too expensive for many typical set-ups of ambient intelligent systems. For instance, individual monitoring nodes, such as for temperature or seismic activity, do not contain a lot of useful information and the individual sensor readings do not need privacy protection as provided by VPNs. It is the combined knowledge of a large set of nodes or a whole area that provides useful information, such as to track activity in the environment. The privacy of that information is not even protected by a traditional VPN.
Hence it is our opinion that security in an ambient intelligent system and in sensor networks is a system design problem. Security is difficult to provide, because a system is as secure as its weakest link. The attacker has the advantage that he can choose his entry point. Hence in an embedded context, all levels of abstrac-tion need to be investigated regarding security. This includes system and protocol level, algorithm level, architectural level and physical level. We will give examples of each of these levels and illustrate this with examples.
Overview of the chapter
Representing a domain by an abstraction pyramid is a useful tool to detect the layers of abstraction and the interaction between the different components [Kie01] [Schau03] . In [Kie01] the hierarchy of Y-charts is used to reason about modeling effort, evaluation speed and accuracy of the evaluation. Here we use it to shown the different layers of abstraction involved for embedded security. It is illustrated in Figure 1 . It is well known that design decisions at the top of the pyramid have large consequences for the realization of the system in general. We will use this pyramid in this chapter, to discuss different topics associated with the security design problem. It will also be used to illustrate the interaction and interdependencies between the different layers of abstraction. In Section X.2, we start with an overview of some known security attacks and basic security requirements. In the next section, the protocol level is addressed. Energy evaluations of existing protocols are made and new scalable key distribu-tion protocols are proposed. In the section X.4, the algorithm level is discussed. This includes an energy comparison between different public key and secret key algorithms. The architecture level is discussed in section X.5. Secure physical implementation is addressed in section X.6. The conclusions are in section X.7.
Security attacks and security requirements
The distributed nature of ambient intelligent environments has both advantages and disadvantages when considering its security problem. The advantage is that information is distributed and hence attacking one node does not disclose the complete system. The disadvantage is that every node and the system as a whole need protection. Many types of attacks are possible. To get some insight and classify the attacks, it is instructive to map the attacks and weaknesses onto the security pyramid of Figure 1 .
One example is a denial of service attack by flooding the network with requests. This is not unique to sensor networks. Similar attacks exist in other environments such as the Internet [Sch97, Com01, Dit04] . The main difference is that for sensor networks, energy will be drained and the nodes can die irrevocable while in general networks the performance will drop or stop, but is usually restored after the source of attack is removed. Secondly, the very nature of distributed sensor networks makes that the devices are physically accessible at every node. A distributed denial of service attack needs to be addressed at the protocol level with the assumption that a certain percentage of the nodes might be compromised. Measures like event counters, introduction of trust levels, are means to address this problem. Any protocol needs to be investigated for its computation resources, i.e. energy and memory requirements, and for its communication requirements, i.e. radio transmission and reception.
At the algorithm level, one should choose strong cryptographic algorithms that at the same time can be implemented on the limited resources available in the network. For instance, RC4 requires few computation resources, yet weaknesses have been found [Flu01] . For resource constrained devices, there is going to be a computation, security, communication, trade-off.
There can be attacks on the communication channels. In a wireless environment it is reasonably easy to place a jamming device in the proximity of the sensor network. If no security is provided, this jamming device can block any communication through this wireless network (= denial-of-service attack). Addressing this problem might require solutions at the protocol level, such as re-routing information, or introducing sufficient redundancy in the network down to solutions at the radio level, such as using a frequency hopping system. Another attack on the communication channel is eavesdropping, which is fairly easy in wireless networks. This means that without security an adversary could easily extract useful information from conversations between nodes. Even if the conversation is encrypted, the fact that there is activity might disclose some information. Eaves-dropping again needs to be addressed at all levels: the protocol level might decide to introduce some fake activity. The individual links can include encryption of the links. Ref [Woo02] also enumerates a series of attacks on the communication channels. The attacks are classified based on the traditional network layers: physical layer attacks (e.g. jamming), link layer attacks (e.g. interrogation attack), network and routing layer attacks (e.g. misdirection) and transport layer attacks (e.g. flooding).
There can also be attacks on the individual nodes themselves. One example is battery power exhaustion. Battery life is the critical parameter for the nodes and many techniques are used to maximize it; in one technique, for example, nodes try to spend most of the time in a sleep mode in which they only turn on the radio receiver, or even the processor, once in a while. In this environment, energy exhaustion attacks are a real threat: without sufficient security, a malicious node could prohibit another node to go back to sleep causing the battery to be drained. This "sleep deprivation torture attack" is also a type of denial-of-service attack
The so-called side-channel attacks are another attack on the nodes [Koch96, Koch99] . The nodes are observed while in operation and the timing, power or electro-magnetic variations are measured. This leakage of information through side-channels is a consequence of the energy dependency of the calculations on the data. Thus all techniques to address side channel attacks should address the issue of masking the operations or making the energy consumption and execution times of sensitive calculations independent of the actual data.
The distributed nature of the ambient intelligent system also requires a new approach in addressing the privacy issue. Individual sensor nodes might not carry much data, such as simple temperature measurements. Therefore, both the trust level (i.e. what is the error margin on this temperature?) and the individual security risk (i.e. has the sensor node been tampered with) are considered low. Useful information is obtained by combining the data of a subset of sensor nodes. A friendly monitoring node can collect the data from neighboring sensor and actuator nodes and extract useful information. This will increase the trust level and reduce the tampering risk but it does not address the privacy issue. It actually aggravates the privacy issues. Indeed, the intruder can also collect the data and process it on its own processors to extract useful information. It is even possible that the intruder has a larger energy supply to perform the calculations than the friendly monitoring nodes.
The above classification of attacks is only a first attempt in classifying the problem. An important warning is that the attacker is very creative and will find yet another way to attack the system. As engineers, we have to make it difficult and cost inefficient to attack the system, as perfect security is in general not achievable or not economical.
This relates to the problem of risk management: increasing the security provisions has a price in terms of power consumption, processing speed, ease of use, flexibility and the lifetime of the system. Medical applications will need the highest level of security, while climate control in buildings might settle for a lower level of security (it might only result in discomfort of the occupants). Yet, moni-toring for hazardous materials (e.g. biological or chemical weapons) will again require the highest level of security for authentication purposes. As with any security application, risk management includes weighing the extra costs against the potential risks and damages. On top of this, risk management should not be statically decided but should be dynamic during operation: it will need to include some negotiating protocol to decide on the key length, encryption algorithm, etc. This decision can be based on the required level of security, available energy, CPU power and available bandwidth (~bit rate).
Fundamental security concepts
As is clear from the above examples, the basic security requirements are still present, albeit in a different form. The basic security requirements are [Men97] : confidentiality, data integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. For distributed systems, availability is added to this list.
Availability means ensuring that the service offered by the node will be available to its users when expected. As mentioned above, the sleep deprivation torture is a real threat and has to be prevented.
Authenticity of origin (access control) is ensuring that the principals with whom one interacts are the expected ones. In most security sensitive applications, authenticity is essential. Granting resources to, obeying an order from, or sending confidential information to a principal whose identity is unsure is not the best strategy for protecting the other security properties. Assuring correct authentication is the most challenging task in an ad-hoc environment, due to the absence of an online server. When a new node comes within range, it cannot connect to an authentication server (like in the Kerberos system) to check the validity of a ticket or certificate: the traditional solutions no longer apply. Other constraints imposed by power budgets or computation restrictions may also prohibit the use of publickey techniques and certificates.
Besides authentication of the origin, it is also necessary to guarantee the authenticity (or integrity) of the data. We need a means to assure that the data we receive is valid (say temperature, location, humidity or toxin level) and fresh (no replay of old data). An adversary could, for example, maliciously alter a sensor node to send out incorrect values. This can be avoided in theory by making the nodes tamper-resistant, something easier said than done, especially within the cost constraints of these small sensor nodes. The redundancy of the system should help in detecting "false nodes" because they are inconsistent with the surrounding nodes.
Non-repudiation insures that once an entity sends a message, it cannot later claim to have not sent the message. This issue becomes important when a dispute arises and one entity denies that certain actions were taken. In this case some means of resolving the situation is necessary.
Confidentiality or privacy is a matter of encrypting the messages with a key that is usually made available by the authentication process. So the real issue is authentication: it is pointless to attempt to protect the secrecy of a message without first ensuring that one is talking to the expected principal.
Other objectives, such as anonymity, certification, receipts, etc. can be derived based on the previous security goals.
Protocol level
At the top level in the security pyramid is the choice of a security protocol. A protocol describes a series of steps to be executed by two or more participants in the network to obtain a particular set of security goals.
The unique features of an ambient intelligent system need to be taken into account during the development of these protocols. First, both the computation and the communication energy need to be taken into account. This is different from traditional environments where only computation cost is taken into account and exchange of data items is considered "free". Secondly, nodes need to establish secure connections with neighbors in an ad-hoc fashion without the availability of trusted secure servers. One cannot assume that every node has a direct connection to a base station or a more secure node.
In this section, first a series of energy measurements are shown for existing protocols. This is interesting for two reasons. First, the energy of the underlying cryptographic algorithms is examined. And secondly, the radio transmission energy is taken into account. In the second section, new proposals for key distribution protocols are made that target the distributed ad-hoc nature of ambient intelligent systems.
Energy cost of existing key set-up protocols.
Traditional key-set up protocols are either based on public-key algorithms or secret key algorithms [Men97] . It is important to look at these from a computation-communication trade-off. Public-key based protocols tend to have less communication traffic, but more computation cost. The opposite holds for secret-key based protocols.
To investigate this, we implemented two distinct existing key-exchange protocols on the WINS sensor node [Win02] , which includes a StrongArm processor. The protocols are compared based on energy consumption for both the computation part and the communication (i.e. radio transmission) cost. The first protocol is the key agreement part of the Kerberos protocol [Sti95] listed as protocol 12.24 in [Men97] . It assumes the availability of a central trusted server and it uses a secret key algorithm, in this experiment the AES algorithm. The second is the public key Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol. The basic version of the Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol is adapted from protocol 12.47 of [Men97] . We base it on the Elliptic Curve public-key encryption technique (ECC) [IEEE99] because it is the most promising public key algorithm in terms of low energy.
Reference [Rag02] is used to calculate the power consumption of the radio transmission on the WINS node. The radio's power consumption varies between 396 to 711 mWatts depending on the transmission power level. This corresponds to a consumption of 771 to 1080 mWatts for the whole sensor node. The power consumption of the receive mode is 376 mWatts for the radio and 751 mWatts for the whole node. All these numbers are at a transmission rate of 100 kbits/s.
Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol (public key based):
This protocol consists of the following basic steps: Set-up phase: a common elliptic curve and a specific point P on the curve are chosen and publicly know. Alice and Bob each generate a random initial key a and b, which they keep secret. Alice calculates a.P and Bob calculates b.P. These are point multiplications on the elliptic curve.
Protocol messages: A -> B: a.P B -> A: b.P Protocol calculations: A receives b.P and calculates a.b.P, B receives a.P and calculates b.a.P. Thus both can generate a shared key a.b.P, but the eavesdropper E, only knows a.P or b.P . This information is not sufficient to calculate a.b.P. The strength of the elliptic curve cryptography is based on the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem: knowing the curve and the Point P, it is practically infeasible to obtain the secret value a or b. In this protocol, each participant makes two point multiplications, one transmission and one reception.
Kerberos key agreement protocol (secret key based):
Alice and Bob want to set-up a secure communication channel. Initially they do not share a secret, but both share a secret key with Trent, the trusted server. E is a symmetric encryption algorithm, NA is a nonce chosen by A; TA is a timestamp from A, K is the session key chosen by Trent, to be shared by Alice and Bob. L indicates the lifetime. The protocol runs as follows:
Set-up phase: A and T share a key KAT; similarly, B and T share a key KBT. Protocol messages:
Alice and Bob want to agree on a common session key. At set-up, both receive a secret key to communicate securely with Trent. Alice initiates the protocol by sending a message to Trent asking for a secret session key. This message includes Alice's and Bob's identities and a nonce NA. Trent generates the random session key K and creates two messages. The first is encrypted with KAT, the second with KBT. The first message for Alice includes the secret K, along with timestamp T, lifetime L and Bob identity and repeats the nonce NA. The second message for Alice contains the secret key K, lifetime L and timestamp T and the identity of Alice. Alice will receive this message but she cannot decrypt it: she will pass it to Bob in the next step.
Both messages are sent to Alice. Alice can decrypt her received message to recover K. She checks if the identity of Bob and the nonce NA corresponds to what she had sent before. Then she makes a message including her identity and a new timestamp T+1 and encrypts it with the shared key K. This results in E K (A,T+1). She sends both E KTB (K,L,T,A) and E K (A,T+1) to Bob. Now Bob can decrypt the received messages and recover K. He also verifies Alice's identity, because it sits in both messages. He can also verify the timestamps and the lifetime, and then forms a message with T+1 and encrypts it with K and sends it back to Alice. Alice decrypts this message and verifies the timestamp T+1. Now Alice and Bob share a secret common session key K.
In this protocol there are four data encryptions on the transmitted data and four decryptions on the received data. The total number of transmissions and receptions is six each.
The results of these protocols on the WINS sensor node are summarized in Table 1. Although the communication energy is higher in the Kerberos protocol, overall the total energy is still an order of magnitude lower power than the Diffie-Hellman protocol. The main reason is that the elliptic curve public key algorithm requires 2 to 3 orders of magnitude more energy to perform one point multiplication compared to one secret key AES encryption. The 300 mJ for one point multiplication reported in Table 1 shows the average for a 128 bit session key. It increases with one order of magnitude for a 256 bit session key. (More details on energy numbers for specific algorithms are in the next section.) One could argue that a dedicated ASIC could save another order of magnitude for the computation power. Yet, this applies to both algorithms. It is only when the transmission energy becomes in the same order as the energy of the public-key algorithms, that the number of transmissions becomes important. However, distributed systems, like ambient intelligent networks, don't use large transmission ranges instead they use multi-hop systems to relay the information over longer distances [Rab01] .
Thus this experiment clearly indicates that there is a request for low energy public key algorithms. This is however an idle demand because the security of public key algorithms is based on the inherent computational complexity of the algorithms and the computational complexity is directly related to energy dissipation. One approach would be to develop domain specific co-processors for certain public key algorithms, because it is proven that dedicated cores can save orders of magnitude on power [Jan01] [Schau01] . Another approach would be to develop asymmetric public-key algorithms, where one side, the resource constraint node, needs to perform only limited amount of computations. Unfortunately, this might not work in an ambient intelligent ad-hoc environment, where it is assumed that the nodes are peers and operate under similar conditions.
Energy-scalable key distribution protocols
As is clear from the previous section, public-key algorithms are extremely energy hungry. This is a fundamental property of the algorithms. Yet, they are scalable and are sometimes proposed for ad-hoc networks [Hub01] .
Secret-key algorithms can be made energy efficient (see section XXX.) SPINS is one example of a secret-key based security protocol [Per01] . It includes two symmetric-key cryptographic protocols, µTESLA and SNEP. µTESLA uses a timed hash-based mechanism for authenticated broadcast from base stations (super nodes) to nodes. SNEP relies upon a shared secret key between each node and a base station, and performs a Kerberos like protocol for key establishment between two nodes, providing for data confidentiality, authentication, integrity and freshness [Per01] . The disadvantage of using a Kerberos-like system is that it cannot be scaled. Another symmetric key scheme is presented in [Bas01] . In this scheme, all nodes share an initial universal key. This key is used as a root to generate other keys, such as the so-called universal traffic encryption, which is the key that nodes use to communicate with each other in the network. This scheme assumes that the nodes are tamperproof, and if one node is compromised, the whole system is.
In this section, we introduce a new energy-scalable key establishment protocol, called cluster key grouping [Hwa03] . The goal is to take the resource limitations into account and to set up a framework, called the security-memory-energy curves, to evaluate and quantify the multi-metric tradeoffs involved in security design. In cluster key grouping, a key pool of P keys is generated off-line as shown in Figure 2 . Prior to deployment, each node is programmed with C clusters of keys, each cluster having a width of W keys per cluster; the total number of keys stored in each node is K=W.C. All nodes are programmed with the same number of clus-ters C, with each cluster having the same width W. The key ring model presented in [Esch02] is the specific case where W = 1 and thus K=C, as shown in Figure  2b . In the scenario in Figure 2c , each node is programmed with C=2 clusters, each of W=4 keys; in the scenario in Figure 2d , each node is programmed with only one large cluster of width W=10.
Upon deployment, each node broadcasts the starting address of each of its C clusters. The remaining W-1 addresses of each cluster are not broadcast since they are implicitly known from the starting address. If two nodes share at least one key between them, then a connection can be established based on the shared key and a secure link is said to be formed between them.
The probability that the entire network is securely connected is related to Pc, the graph connectivity. The graph connectivity is a function of p, the probability two nodes share at least one key between them, also called the overlap probability. Given N nodes in a network, the desired graph connectivity can be calculated using the equations [Esch02] : . For an N-node network, a p can be specified to meet the required graph connectivity. This equation can be used as follows: a desired probability of overlap p is given as a specification. For a certain cluster size C, this equation determines the cluster width W required to obtain the desired p. Figure 3 shows the total number of keys required (K=C.W) for different C values, given P=10,000 and the specified p=0.4. At one extreme is the case presented in [Esch02] , where W=1 and hence K=W.C=C, as in Figure 2b . By spreading the keys evenly throughout the entire key space, the lowest K = 51 total number of keys is required to obtain the specified p. At the other extreme is the case where only one wide cluster is stored, hence C=1 and K=C.W=W, as in Figure 2d . Since all the keys are forced into one cluster and are not spread over the key pool, this case requires the highest K=2001 total number of keys to obtain the specified p.
Effects of C and W on p

Energy-Memory Tradeoffs
The cluster-key grouping protocol is energy-scalable. By this we mean that the transmission energy expended to complete a key agreement varies with the value of C. Upon deployment each node must broadcast its C starting addresses to its neighbors at a cost of Eb Joules per bit, requiring a total transmission energy of:
It is clear that the required transmission energy increases linearly as C increases. However, by choosing different values of C, the memory requirements of the security architecture are also affected, but with an opposite trend. In this sense, the protocol can also be considered memory-scalable. Each node requires memory to store K=C.W total keys, each of keysize bits (i.e. 64, 128, etc.). Each node also must store the starting address of each of C clusters, with each address requiring ⎡ ⎤ P 2 log bits of memory. Hence the total memory requirement of each node is:
The memory requirements fall quickly as C increases (as can also be seen from Figure 3 ). Thus for a specified overlap probability p, though energy requirements increase as C increases, memory requirements decrease as C increases. This leads to a tradeoff between the two physical metrics called the weighted memory-energy curve, which is the memory multiplied by the energy, as shown in Figure 4 . 
Security tradeoffs
The above tradeoffs involve only the physical metrics of energy and memory. The question that remains is how security robustness is affected by such tradeoffs. Since security is an abstract concept, we must first formulate a "metric" for security that can be then traded off with the physical metrics. This metric will be called the security leakage factor, which quantifies the significance of a security breech to a system. We begin by introducing the notion of the compromise factor, which is the number of keys compromised if a single node is compromised divided by the key pool, hence P K factor compromise / = . Clearly, the greater the key spread over the key pool (i.e. the larger the number of clusters C), the fewer total keys K are required, creating a lower total compromise factor. In order to quantify the effects of such a compromise on the security architecture, the security leakage factor is defined. The security leakage factor (SLF) is a function of the compromise factor: security leakage factor = 1 + s w · compromise factor where s w is the security weight, which is any natural number. Security weight can be any positive real number, but for the sake of illustration natural numbers are used. As stated earlier, the security leakage factor-and the security weight in particular-attempts to roughly quantify the importance a security compromise has to a network. For example, if a network for whatever reason is not affected by a compromise or assumes that one cannot be made, then s w =0 would be assigned. If a network is extremely sensitive to key compromise, then a higher security weight (e.g. s w =5) would be assigned.
With a security metric in place, a comparison framework can be defined which quantifies the tradeoffs between security, memory, and energy. We call this framework the SME curve, which is defined as security leakage factor · memory · energy. Figure 5 shows SME curves for different security weights. As can be seen, depending on the security weight, there is a minimum of the curve along a particular number of clusters C.
The case of s w =0 (no security effects) is the memory-energy curve mentioned earlier, whose minimum is at C=1. When security has a low priority (s w =1), the SME follows a curve similar to the weighted memory-energy function. However, when security leakage is more important (s w =3), then the curve alters into a reverse bell with a minimum at C=13 clusters. This indicates that a network can have a minimal loss of security coupled with minimal energy consumption and memory requirements by choosing this cluster size. The sudden increase in the metric at smaller values of C is due to the increased importance of the compromise factor, which is large for small cluster numbers. (This characteristic increase begins at the security weight of approximately 1.8). At a security weight of s w =5 the minimum of the curve shifts to the right (towards a lower compromise factor) and hence a minimum is achieved at C=19 clusters. As s w increases to even larger values, the "tail" of the curve occurring at larger values of C continues to decrease until eventually the curve mimics the compromise factor itself; for s w =65 and greater, the minimum SME is always at C = 51 clusters.
Therefore, by designing for the minimum of the SME curve instead of the minimum of energy curve, tradeoffs between energy, memory, and security can be taken into account. Though the security leakage factor is specific to the cluster key grouping protocol, it demonstrates the notion that security can be quantified as a metric, which can then be used to perform tradeoffs with traditional metrics such as energy, memory, processing latency, etc. 
Algorithm level
Cryptographic algorithms are the building blocks of protocols. Together with low energy protocols, energy efficient implementations of cryptographic algorithms are needed. This requires a comparison between algorithms: public-key and secret key. This relates to two problems: how to compare the security strength of algorithms and secondly, how does the energy consumption varies with the word lengths (for data as well as for keys).
One interesting starting point to compare the computational security of crypto algorithms is the study of Lenstra and Verheul [Len00] . They derive lower bounds to obtain computationally equivalent key sizes for different algorithms. Security, computationally equivalent to the security offered by DES in 1982, is obtained by using, in the year 2004: symmetric keys of at least 73 bits, RSA moduli of at least 1108 bits and elliptic curve systems over prime fields of at least 138 bits, assuming no cryptanalytic progress will take place. If some data needs to be kept secure for a couple of years (e.g. till the year 2020) key lengths need to be increased accordingly.
It is clear from this study that within the category of public key algorithms, the Elliptic curve public key algorithm requires less energy than the RSA algorithm. Within one class of algorithm there is again a security energy trade-off. I.e. larger word lengths increase the security but will need extra energy to perform the calculations. It is useful to quantify these statements.
In a first experiment, we will quantify the increase of the energy cost with the word lengths (both in input data and key lengths) for a public key algorithm, elliptic curve, and a secret key algorithm, AES. The elliptic curve is chosen because it is most promising for low energy consumption. The AES is chosen because it will be the most widely used secret key algorithm for the foreseeable future.
The AES algorithm is the latest NIST standard for secret key algorithms [Dae02] . It is based on the Rijndael algorithm and it operates on 128 bit data and a choice of 128, 192 or 256 bits of key. The original Rijndael also allows a choice of input widths between 128, 192 or 256 bits. The energy requirements for an implementation on the StrongArm of the WINS sensor node (discussed in a previous section) are shown in Figure 6 . The key schedule varies between 0.11 and 0.32 mJoules, the encryption between 0.20 and 0.54 mJoules and the decryption between 0.25 and 0.70 mJoules. The variation is due to the difference both in word lengths and in the number of encryption rounds. The number of encryption rounds varies between 10 and 14 and grows with the key and data size. The difference between encryption and decryption energy is a result of a larger numbers of shifts in the shift row operation and the larger GF(2 8 ) elements used in the mix column transformation. As is clear from Figure 6 , the variation in energy requirements in limited to no more than a factor 3 between the lowest energy and the highest energy combination of key length and data length.
To calculate the energy consumption of the Elliptic curve public-key algorithm, we use the double-add-subtract point multiplication algorithm defined by the IEEE p1363/D1 standard [IEEE99] . It refers to calculating k.P where k is the secret integer and P is a point on the Elliptic curve. These calculations are executed in a Galois Field, in this case GF(2 n ). In this experiment, n is chosen to be 128, 192 or 256 bits. The number of operations and the energy consumption depend on the size and the number of non-zero bits in the secret integer k. On average, the energy consumption is 0.3, 1.07 and 2.34 Joules for the 128, 192 and 256 bits Galois field. This is almost a factor 8 different between a 128 bits field and a 256 bits field. Within one Galois field size, the energy also varies. For a 256 bits field, the energy varies from 0.6 to 5.12 Joules, or almost a factor 9 depending the size of the secret key k.
Please note that this is an energy efficient implementation, but it is prone to side-channel attacks. An attacker could monitor the execution time and guess from that the size of the secret key. To make the algorithm resistant to side-channel attacks, its execution time and its energy profile should be made independent from the secret key k. Algorithmic masking techniques to make the execution time independent of the data values, will mostly result in a higher power consumption.
Comparing a secret key algorithm, AES with 128 bits key and 128 bits data (which is above the recommend 74 bits), to an Elliptic curve algorithm in GF(2^1 28 ) (which is less than the recommend 138 bits) shows that secret keys algorithms are at least 3 orders of magnitude more energy efficient than public key algorithms.
Architecture level
Energy efficiency is the main driver for the selection of a hardware architecture for the nodes in an ambient intelligent system. Instead of one central processing unit, embedded systems use a heterogeneous collection of dedicated processing units, connected together by a flexible interconnect system. One example is the Maia platform [Rab01] , another example is the RINGS architecture [Schau03] . Dedicated units are also beneficial for cryptographic algorithms. This is illustrated in Table 1 , which shows the energy efficiency of several implementations of the same AES algorithm. The metric used is the amount of encrypted bits that can be computed with one Joule. As can be seen from the table, a dedicated AES co-processor is one order of magnitude more energy efficient than the same implementation on an FPGA. The effect of software optimizations can be seen from the other experiments. Hand optimized assembly code [Lip04] is one order of magnitude more energy efficient than compiled C code. Two layers of software, i.e. a Java program executed on a Java Virtual machine KVM, that runs on an embedded Sparc results in another 3 orders of magnitude loss in energy efficiency.
This experiment clearly indicates that for energy efficient cryptographical implementations, one must resort to optimized domain-specific co-processors [Schau03] . These processors are programmable within their application domain. We envision that the SoC will consist of a collection of heterogeneous programmable domain-specific units, connected together by a reconfigurable interconnect paradigm, called the RINGS platform [Schau03] . One generic example is shown in Figure X .7. It shows how an embedded SoC can contain multiple application domains, in this case, a signal processing domain, a communications domain to provide a wireless connection and a cryptographic domain. The systems is connected together by means of a reconfigurable interconnect [Ver02] . One main advantage of this partitioning in physically separate processor units is that it improves security. Indeed one can divide the SoC in secure and non-secure parts or even in parts with different security levels. This cannot be done with software only solutions that run on one embedded processor. In the later case, the system is quite vulnerable to software attacks since the data and program memory are shared between the secure and non-secure processing parts.
However, the design space exploration and programming of a RINGS type SoC is a challenge. For this, specialized design and programming environments, like Gezel [Ver04] are required.
Physical implementation issues
Ambient intelligent systems are very different from regular networked systems and this is certainly the case for their physical protection and integrity. In a regular networked system, one assumes that e.g. the communicating PC's are in a secure place such as an office that can be locked. Distributed systems, like ambient intelligent systems, should assume that the nodes themselves are vulnerable and unattended. Hence, one should look carefully at their physical integrity.
Making the individual nodes tamper resistant [And01] is not feasible and not economical for cheap consumer electronic type of applications. But for sensitive monitoring applications, such as the monitoring of airports, bridges and other infrastructure for biological, chemical or other attacks, tamper resistant casings should be considered.
Even when a tamper resistant case is provided, the embedded device might steal leak information through the so-called side-channels. The operation of the device is monitored without intrusion and from this, sensitive information can be derived. There are the so-called timing attacks, power attacks, differential power attacks, electro-magnetic attacks. It has been shown that smart cards are very vulnerable for these side-channel attacks [Koch99] . For instance in a simple timing or simple power attack the current drawn by the embedded device is monitored and from that the operation of the device can be guessed. A more powerful attack is the differential power analysis [Koch99] .
Many countermeasures have been proposed at the algorithm level, e.g. by the introduction of randomness in the instructions or the use of some masking techniques [Gou99, Mes02] . However, our idea is to address the problem at the logic level. Indeed, the fundamental reason for the power difference is at the logic level. Static complementary standard CMOS (scCMOS) is the most used circuit style [Rab03] . However it clearly shows the differences between different data inputs and data transitions. The attack is based on the fact that the power consumption of CMOS circuits is proportional to the Hamming distance between consecutive data applied to the system. In standard complementary CMOS logic (scCMOS), the only transition which causes dynamic power dissipation from the power supply is a 0 to1 transition. A 1-0 transition causes a stored output capacitance to discharge to ground. During a 0-0 transition or 1-1 transition, no dynamic power is used. To combat this at the circuit level, we have developed a circuit style which has the same dynamic power dissipation regardless of the transition (0-1, 1-0, 0-0, or 1-1) , preventing the differential power analysis attack. The circuit style, called SABL (sense amplifier based logic) [Tiri03] , uses elements of both differential and dynamic circuit styles to form a secure circuit. SABL makes the four output events equal by charging the same capacitance at every event. A sample SABL logic gate that can be used as a NAND or AND is shown in Figure 8 . Fig. 8 . Dynamic, differential sense-amplifier based logic (SABL) styles. The resulting energy consumption per cycle is shown in Figure 9 for a typical encryption operation (here, a sample Kasumi S9 box). As seen in the figure, a standard CMOS module widely varies in energy dissipated from 0 pJ to 10.42 pJ per cycle, making it relatively easy to perform as DPA attack. SABL logic dissipates a narrow range of only 11.14 through 11.51 pJ per cycle. Thus, dynamic power variation is decreased by 116 times, and the cell essentially dissipates the same energy each cycle, foiling a DPA attack. However, there are power and area penalties to be paid for this secure circuit technology. Though dynamic power variation is reduced, this comes at a cost of almost doubling average power consumption (11.32 pJ/cycle versus 5.92 pJ/cycle). In addition, cell area is increased by 1.8 times. If the entire embedded device uses this technology, huge power and area penalties would be paid. However, all the secure functions and sensitive data (that could leak in a DPA attack) reside in a secure module. Hence, security partitioning helps because only the secure portion of the chip needs to be protected by SABL. Table 2 gives an estimated area of a secure embedded device in a 0.18-µm TSMC CMOS technology. It contains an embedded processor, the Leon Sparc and a secure co-processor module. If the entire device is implemented in SABL logic, then the device would be 5.26 mm 2 (core area). By judiciously partitioning at the architecture and microarchitecture levels, only the coprocessor module needs to be secure, resulting in a total area of 3.77 mm 2 , an area reduction of 28%. Hence, by combining the partitioning techniques at the architecture and micro-architecture levels with security techniques at the circuit level, the entire device can be made robust without wasting area and power dissipation. This again shows that embedded design necessitates consideration of the inter-relationships between security levels. 
Conclusions
In this chapter, we have given an overview of the security challenges when designing ambient intelligent systems. Security breaches and attacks can occur at all levels of abstraction. Thus the solution will be multi-facetted also. At the protocol level, we have shown that it is possible to develop key distribution protocols that are scalable, energy and memory efficient at the same time. We have proposed a framework that allows to trade-off these conflicting requirements. At the algorithm level, we have shown that public-key algorithms require two to three orders of magnitude more energy than secret-key algorithms. At the architecture level, we have shown that dedicated domain specific co-processors are three orders of magnitude more energy efficient than hand optimized assembly code and five to seven orders of magnitude compared to compiled C or Java code. The proposed RINGS architecture combines flexibility with energy efficiency. At the same time it increases the security by providing a clear hardware partitioning between secure and non-secure parts of the SoC. Distributed systems don't operate in a physically protected environment. Hence they are vulnerable to physical probing attacks, such as side channel attacks. To address some of these issues, we have proposed a circuit style of which the power consumption profile is independent of the data being processed.
Cryptographic techniques and security protocols can and will be developed to address the social, ethical and economical impacts of ambient intelligent systems, as raised in chapter MATTERN. Security techniques cannot be ignored during the design of ambient intelligent systems and security, energy, performance trade-offs need to be made. However, techniques alone will not address the issues: it will need to be combined with a responsible usage of the new technology. But then this is an issue raised with every new technology.
